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Market Update: Wealth roles have flip-flopped or not quite there yet. Three decades after Cold War ended

the U.K. debt buyers are effectively paying the government for the privilege of lending to it, while over in

China an “elevated” risk of default weighs on almost half banking products that have fuelled the nation’s

credit boom. Further is the sign of potential future bribery to smuggle, or else process and product quality

issues, if more British businesses are driven to greater exporting of goods and services.

The Bank of England slashed interest rates this month in an attempt to save hundreds of thousands of jobs.

Meanwhile chief economists have been reviewing pension tax returns and finding deficits, for instance at

defense contractor BAE Systems Plc (BA/:LN) which decided to offload a £160 million stake from the

FTSE 100 index. Or a decade-long lack of dividend payouts from mortgage lender Royal Bank of Scotland

(RBS:LN) since the taxpayer-owned bank recently logged another £2 billion loss.

Absorbing the rate cut designer clothing retailer SuperGroup Plc (SGP.L) could make direct cash payments

and solicited customer discounts to employees after Scottish manager had taken home a pay package worth

nearly £1.7 million.

Stocks to Watch: ASOS Plc (ASC:LN) founded in 2000 is an online fashion retailer of clothes, footwear,

and accessories. The company’s revenue jumped four straight years through August 31, 2015. Quarterly

revenue was last reported flat at £334,000 sequentially. Shares through Friday surged 48.4% to £4.822 year

to date. 

easyJet Plc (EZJ:LN) dropped 36.7% to 110.1 year to date as a result of greater discounts offered by the

low-cost passenger airline in mainland Europe. The carrier is seeking an additional operating certificate to

guarantee unfettered access to European Union markets even after U.K. quits the 28-nation trading bloc.

Nationwide Fund A (NWFAX) mostly invested in  energy,  healthcare,  and telecoms advanced 8.29% to

$22.85 year to date. The fund has  responded to pressure in the banking industry by shielding two million

customers from last week’s rate cut at the expense of its profits.

Sports Direct International Plc (SPD:LN) will still operate shops in luxury residential real estate although

the retailer is going to close its store on Oxford Street in London.  

William Hill Plc (WIMHY) is  doing business as usual since the bookmaker went public on the London

Stock Exchange in 2002. The company received a merger offer from gambling rivals Rank Group Plc and

888 Holdings Plc (888:LN), defining a £3.2 billion approach “unacceptable.” 

Japanese  investment  bank  Nomura  Holdings  Inc  (NMR)  mounted  a  £700 million  leveraged  buyout  of

William Hill in 1997 amid debts exceeding £1.3 billion. Nomura in 1999 offloaded the company to funds

managed by private equity firms for £825 million.

Co-Ordinates:  At a time of globally slashed interest rates, the U.K. debt management office sold £850

million in bonds at yield of minus 1.72%, meaning that additional economy stimulus will be tested. Methods

of saving jobs are implemented while small-size companies get exempt from posting tax returns online

every three months. The second quarter in euro area countries was marked by half-moderated GDP growth

rate,  Great  Britain’s  vote  to  leave  the  European  Union,  and  Italy’s  embattled  banking  sector.  From

international exchange point of view Russian, Polish, Czech, and Bulgarian emigrants have brought with

them memorial ways of thinking and levels of intercourse. 



ETFs:  Exchange-traded funds invested in  BAE Systems  are:  ALPS International Sector Dividend Dogs

(IDOG), First Trust Nasdaq Cyber Security (CIBR), First Trust STOXX European Select Dividend Income

(FDD),  PureFunds  Drone  Economy  Strategy  (IFLY),  and  SPDR  MSCI  United  Kingdom  Quality  Mix

(QGBR) as of August 4. 

BAE Systems surged 7.7% to £53.150 year to date, and more funds favored the stock.  The London-based

company continues to test smart technologies  after appointing its  new vice president and manager in the

global intelligence and security segment.

Funds invested in easyJet are: ETFS Diversified-Factor Developed Europe Index (SBEU), First Trust United

Kingdom AlphaDEX (FKU), iShares Edge MSCI Min Vol Europe Currency Hedged (HEUV), iShares Edge

MSCI Min Vol Europe (EUMV), and U.S. Global Jets (JETS) as of July 26. 

Funds invested in passenger airline Wizz Air Holdings Plc (WIZZ:LN) are: Vanguard FTSE All World ex-

US  Small-Cap  (VSS),  Vanguard  FTSE  Developed  Markets  (VEA),  Vanguard  FTSE  Europe  (VGK),

Vanguard Total International Stock (VXUS), and Vanguard Total World Stock (VT) as of April 26.  

Funds with exposure to retailer ASOS include: Amplify Online Retail (IBUY), First Trust United Kingdom

AlphaDEX (FKU),  iShares  Currency Hedged MSCI Europe Small-Cap (HEUS),  iShares  MSCI Europe

Small-Cap (IEUS), and iShares MSCI United Kingdom Small-Cap (EWUS) as of July 1.

YTD  Gainers:  Preferred  technology  stocks  as  measured  by  Technology  SPDR  ETF  (XLK)  have

outperformed seasonal market volatility. One is Citrix Systems Inc (CTXS) rising 17.51% to $87.16 year to

date  as the networking company partners  with IT companies  to switch from traditional  communication

channels to cloud-driven business models. Another is Electronic Arts Inc (EA) that surged 17.14% to $77.43

year to date after the company’s new software releases resulted in promising first quarter earnings and eased

concerns over a weaker second quarter.  

Among real estate gainers is Hudson Pacific Properties Inc (HPP) that owns office, media and entertainment

properties in the major cities of California and in Seattle. The stock jumped 24.14% to $33.73 year to date.

The company last paid 80 cents dividend or annualized rate of 2.37%. Similarly, Tanger Factory Outlet

Centers Inc (SKT) is an outlet shopping center owning real estate investment trust with prominent dividend

increases since going public in 1993. The stock rose 24.47% to $40.69 year to date. The company paid

dividends of $1.30 per share at annualized yield of 3.19%. 

Henderson Global Equity Income (HFQAX) is a high-rated fund that currently yields 6.25%, and its five-

year average annualized return is almost 9%. The stock advanced 2.37% to $7.35 year to date. 

iShares Edge MSCI Minimum Volatility Emerging Markets ETF (EEMV) is based on an index that has

beaten MSCI Emerging Markets by 4% annually over the trailing 10- and 15-year periods. Year to date the

fund is up nearly 15% to $54.38.

Medtronic Plc (MDT) is a large and diversified health care products company with at  least twenty-five

sequential annual dividend increases. The stock jumped 15.53% to $87.54 year to date. Its latest quarterly

dividend was raised 13% to 43 cents a share, or annualized rate of $1.72 per share.

Also on the upward list are: Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (BABA), American Tower Corp (AMT), Empire

State Realty Trust Inc (ESRT), First Industrial  Realty Trust Inc (FR), IBM Corp (IBM), NVIDIA Corp

(NVDA), Paychex Inc (PAYX), PS Business Parks Inc (PSB), and Western Union Co (WU). 


